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Introduction 
Let X be a finite CW-complex and (Y E K(X) a stable complex vector bundle 
over X with trivial Chern classes. Then a straightforward argument using the Chern 
character shows that cy has finite order in K(X). 
In this paper we prove (see Theorem 2.1) that if the dimension of X does not 
exceed 2k+5, the order of a must divide the integer 
,(,+np’“““~“’ 
where [k/( p - l)] is the integer part of k/( p - 1) and the product is taken over all 
the primes p. 
We prove that this result is optimal by exhibiting (see Theorem 2.3) a stable vector 
bundle u over an infinite CW-complex X such that (Y has trivial Chern classes and 
the restriction of (Y to the 2k+5-skeleton of X has order precisely m(k). 
In addition, we use our main theorem to give an upper bound on the order of a 
stable bundle with torsion Chern classes (see Theorem 3.3). Finally, we consider 
the case of real vector bundles with torsion Pontrjagin classes. 
1. Stable homotopy 
In this section we work in the stable homotopy category [3, Part III]. We recall 
that the spectrum K of the complex K-theory, the connective BU-spectrum bu and 
the Eilenberg-MacLane-spectrum H have the following properties. 
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Property 1.1. K, bu and H are ring spectra. 
Property 1.2. There is a homotopy class /? E n,(bu), called the Bott class, such that 
n*(bu) = 2[/3]. This is equivalent to the Bott periodicity theorem. 
Let b be the composition 
E2bu=S2hbuP”1, buhbu A bu 
where p is the ring product of bu. Taking the homotopy exact sequence of the 
Puppe sequence of b, the next property is easy to see. 
Property 1.3. There is a jibration 
b 
1*bu - 
ChC”l 
bu- H. 
The reason for this notation will be seen in Proposition 1.4. 
Then the connective tower of bu consists of copies of suspensions of Property 
1.3. A useful tool for studying the liftings in this tower is the following proposition 
(see [l or 81). 
Proposition 1.4. There are classes ch(,, E H*“(bu) such that 
(i) ch(,, is the fundamental class of bu. 
(ii) If u is the suspension isomorphism, then 
b*ch (n+l) = m(n+ I)/m(n)a’ch(,, 
for n 2 0, where m(n) is as in the introduction. 
We recall that bu is an n-spectrum and bu = {bu,}, where bu, = Z x BU and 
bu2,, = BU[2n] is the (2n - 1)-connected fibration over BU. Then we may identify 
a stable vector bundle over X with a morphism 
a:X+bu 
and a lifting of LY to BU[2n] as a morphism LY, such that the following diagram 
commutes. 
E2”bu 
where X is the suspension spectrum, b’ = b and b” = b”-’ 0 E2”-*b. 
In everything that follows the space X is assumed to be connected. Then a vector 
bundle cy E 8?(X) may be regarded as a morphism to x*bu. 
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Lemma 1.5. Zf X is a connected CW-complex and a E Z?(X) is a stable vector bundle 
with c,(o) = 0 and c2(a) = 0, then there is a morphism a3 such that LY = b’ 0 a’. 
Proof. There is a lifting LY’ of LY to BU[6], since the fundamental classes of BU and 
BSU are c, and c2, and cu*(c,) = c,(a) = 0 (i = 1,2) by hypothesis. This completes 
the proof. 0 
Now we extend the function m by putting m(n) = 1 if n <O. 
Theorem 1.6. Zf X is a connected CW-complex and Q E z(X) is a stable vector bundle 
with c,(a) = 0, . . . , c,,+~(~Y) = 0, then there are morphisms a,, . . . , LT,,+~ such that 
(i) m(k-3)a = bk oa,forO<ksn+3, 
(ii) m(k-2)/m(k-3)ak=E2kbook+,for Oskan+2, 
(iii) U@Y~+3U2n+6Ch~kj = nFu4 Cht,+k+lj for k 2 0, where 
a,=m(n+k+l)/m(k)m(n) 
Proof. We proceed by induction. The case n = 0 is satisfied by taking a2 = E4b 0 aJ 
and CY, = I;‘b 0 az, where cr3 is the morphism in Lemma 1.5. Let n 2 0 and (Y E F?(X) 
such that c,(a)=0 ,..., ~,,+~(cr)=O. Th en by induction we have morphisms 
ff ,,...,ffn+3. Ifinthe case k = nt3 wemultiplytheformulain (i) by m(n + 1)/m(n), 
then we have 
m( n + l)a = b”+’ 0 (m(n + l)lm(n)o,+,) (1.1) 
and by property (iii), for k = 0, we have 
(1.2) 
Since bu and H are n-spectra the class ~y~(r~ch~,+~) is given by a composition 
X+BSU+K(Z,2n+6) 
where K (Z,2n + 6) is an Eilenberg-MacLane-space of type (Z,2n + 6). This compo- 
sition must be null homotopic because H*(BSU) is generated by cz, . . . , c,,+~, . . . 
and c,(cu)=O,... , ~,+~(a) = 0 by hypothesis. 
Then the left-hand side of (1.2) is zero and, by Theorem 1.4(i), there is a morphism 
(Y,,+~ such that 
m(n + l)/m(n)cy,,, = x’“+“b 0 LY,+~. 
This is the property in (ii) for k = n +3. The previous identity and (1.1) imply the 
property in (i) for k = n t4. We leave the property in (iii), for n +4, as a simp!e 
exercise for the reader. This completes the induction and the proof. q 
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2. Vector bundles with trivial Chern classes 
We are now ready to establish our main results. 
Theorem 2.1. If X is a connected CW-complex and CY is a stable vector bundle over 
X with c,(a)=O,. .., c,+~((Y)=O, then 
m(n)i*a =0 
where i: X2n+5 + X is the inclusion in X of the 2n +5-skeleton of X. 
Proof. Since bu is a a-spectrum we have, by Theorem 1.6, a commutative diagram 
BU[2n +6] 
X-BU 
m(n)a 
Then m(n)a 0 i is null homotopic and the stable bundle m(n)i*a is trivial. This 
completes the proof. 0 
Now we construct an example which proves that Theorem 2.1 is optimal. 
If p is a prime number and 0~ n G 00, let Lp,” = S”+‘/Z,, be the lens space, then 
Lp,n is the 2n + l-skeleton of L,, = L,,,, and there is a S’-bundle morphism 
I/n 
s’- L,.-CP” 
ii I 
,I 
s’- L, - CP” 
II 
where CP” is the complex projective space and the vertical arrows are the inclusions. 
Let A, = n*(x) where x is such that K(CP”) = Z[x]. 
Let A,,, = $(A,). 
Theorem 2.2. Zf n = k( p - 1) + r with 0 s r <p - 1, then the order of Ab,n is p”+’ if 
lSiSrorpkifr<iSp-1. 
Proof. The proof for the case p = 2 is in [2], the other cases are treated in [6]. 0 
If B: I?(X)+ K(E’X) is the Bott isomorphism [4], let X =V Z2L,, and LY = 
0 pB(h,), where the wedge and the sum are over the set of prime numbers. 
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Theorem 2.3. The Chern classes of CY are trivial and the order of i”a is m(n), where 
i: X2n+5 
+ X is the inclusion. 
Proof. First we study the Chern classes of CY. Since the ring structure of H*(I*X) 
is trivial we have, by the Whitney formula, that 
c,(@(J$J)) =Pcn(B(A,)) =0 
for every prime p. Then c, = {c,( pB(h,))} = 0 for every n > 0. 
For the order of i*a we notice that E’L,,,,, is the 2n+.5-skeleton of X and 
i*a =@pB(h p,n+,). If n+l=k(p-l)+r, then 
order of ph.,,, = 
Pk if r>O, 
P 
k-1 if r = 0, 
this number is p[“““~‘“. Then the order of 
complete. 0 
3. Vector bundles with torsion Chern classes 
i*a is m(n). Thus the proof is 
If B is the Bott isomorphism, then we have the following 
Appendix for the sketch of a proof). 
c,+,(B(a)) = (-l)“a’Qn(c,(a), . . , c,(a)) for n >O, 
where Qn is the nth polynomial of Newton. 
formula (see the 
(3.1) 
Proposition 3.1. If B” is the k times iterated Bott isomorphism, then 
~,+~(B~(~~))=~(n+k-l)~~~(n+l)a~“Q,(c,(~u),...,c,(cu)) 
fork22 andnal. 
Proof. By (3.1) we have that 
c,+,(Bk(a)) = Irr2Qn+k~,(C,(B”~‘)(~)), . . . , c,+~-,(Bk-‘(~)) 
= *(?I + k - l)V*C,+k-,( Bk-‘( cl)), 
where the second identity follows from the formula of Newton and the fact that 
the ring structure of H*(Z2k-2 X) is trivial. The proof is easily completed by 
induction. Cl 
Let X be a CW-complex with dimension not exceeding 2n + 5 and N E r?(X) with 
Chern classes of torsion. If k is a common multiple of the order of the Chern classes 
of (Y, by Proposition 3.1 we have that 
c,+,+,(Bh+‘(a)) = *(n + k) . . . (n+1)o’k+2Q,,(c,(a),. .., c,(a))=0 
for every n z= 1. 
Moreover c,(Bk+‘(a)) = 0,. . . , ck+,(B’+‘(a)) = 0 since _Z2kt2X is 2k+2-connected. 
Then we can use Theorem 2.1 to state the following theorem. 
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Theorem 3.2. If k, is the minimum of the k for which Bk(o) has trivial Chern classes, 
then the order of (Y divides 
p;11 . . . $9, 
where p,, . . . , p,. are the primes for which H*(X) has p torsion and ai is the integer 
part of (n+ko)l(pi-l). 
Proof. Since B is an isomorphism we have that (Y and B%](a) have the same order. 
By Theorem 2.1 the order of Bku(a) divides m( n + k,), but by the theory of classes 
of abelian groups [5] the order of Bk~~(cy) involves only those primes in the theorem. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.2. Cl 
Example3.3. Ifn+2=k(p-1)+rwithO<r~p-1,then~=hp,n+2~~(Lp,n+2)has 
order pk+‘, and we have to apply p times the Bott isomorphism to cr in order to 
obtain a bundle with trivial Chern classes. In this case the order of LY is the same 
as pa, where a=[(n+p)/(p-l)]. 
4. Real vector bundles with torsion Pontrjagin classes 
If E(X) denotes the reduced real K-theory 
transformations 
and 
C : s(X) + K(X) (complexification) 
r: I?(X) + z(X) (realification). 
They satisfy the following relations 
r(C(a))=2o and C(r(o))=a+G, 
where G is the conjugate of cr. 
of X, then we have the natural 
By the first formula, the order of cr is the same as the order of C(a) or 2 times 
the order of C(a). An immediate consequence of Theorem 3.2 and the above 
argument is the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.1. Let X be as in Theorem 3.2 and let (Y E E(X) have torsion Pontrjagin 
classes. Let k, be the minimum of the k such that Bk(C(a)) has trivial Chern classes, 
then the order of (Y divides 
where the pi and the a, are as in Theorem 3.2. 
Example 4.2. We recall from [2] that E([wP’“+‘) = 2, and K(lRPs”t’) = Z,,, where 
a = 24n+i and b = 24”; they are generated by A and C(A). In this case we have to 
apply 2 times the Bott isomorphism to C(A) in order to obtain a bundle with trivial 
Chern classes. Then the order of A and the number 2~;’ are the same. 
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Appendix 
Sketch of the proof of (3.1). (For details see [7].) If h is the Hopf-bundle over S2, 
then the Bott isomorphism B is given by B(x)=(h-1)Ox. Let c(~)=C~=,c,(~) 
be the total Chern class of (Y. 
_ 
(i) Let (Y E K(X) such that (Y is represented by a vector bundle with dimension 
one. Then, in i(S’ x X), we have that 
and by the Whitney formula we have that 
=(l+gxl+lxc,(a))(l-gxl) 
x(l-lxc,(a)+lxc:(a)-~~*) 
Naturality of the Chern class and the fact that j*( a2,v) = g x y and j*( (h - l)@ a)) = 
(h - l)O(a - l), where j is the projection of S* x X onto Z’X, imply that 
c((h - ~)@(a - 1)) =j*(c(Ba)) 
Then, since j* is a monomorphism, we have that 
~(B~)=l-o~c,(~)+o~c;(cz-~.. 
=1-a2Q,(c,(cY))+cT2Q2(C,(“))-.... 
(ii) The general case, where (Y is represented by a vector bundle of dimension 
2 1, can be proved using (i) and a decomposition map for a. 0 
Remark. In 12.6 of [3, Part II] Adams obtains a more general formula for the 
homological behavior of the Bott isomorphism. But the proof given here, for our 
case, is more elementary. 
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